
TRAINING SOLUTIONS 
ARABIA [TSA] 
 
Established in September 2023 to take its place 
as a leading consultancy in vocational training in 
the Middle East and with specialist knowledge of 
the educational and training sectors in 
implementing tailor-made accreditation 
processes and solutions. TS Arabia boasts a 
significant global presence with multiple offices 
across various countries including the UK, Spain, 
Australia, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and South 
Africa. 
 
With MOUs in place with leading training 
providers and specialist manufacturers, TSA has 
the capacity for strategic collaboration and is able 
to deliver Continuing Education and training 
solutions based on bespoke course descriptions 
with competency-based learning outcomes.  
Also, our quality standards give you the assurance 
that our programs and courses meet the quality 
standards established by the profession. 

Training Solutions Arabia is dedicated to being a 
value-dispatching end-to-end management and 
training consultancy which is responsive to the 
unique needs of each client.  

Our goal is to empower training entities to 
cultivate a highly skilled workforce through our 
specialized services and expertise. 

Principles for our Business Relationship  

We start by listening to you  

Questions asked the right way are crucial to 
getting workable answers, answers that will allow 
us to collaborate with a view to open exchange 
and feedback. Listening to our business clients is 
the right way to improve ourselves but also our 
products and services -this will allow us to put 
forward what is relevant for you on your journey. 

We build trust in order to solve problems 

At Training Solutions Arabia, we pride ourselves 
on our ability to build trust with our clients. We 
understand that their needs are ever-evolving, 
and we make it a priority to be by their side, ready 
to adapt and provide tailored solutions to 
address any challenges that may arise. By 
fostering a flexible and collaborative approach, 
we aim to cultivate a strong foundation of trust 
that guides our interactions and drives successful 
outcomes. Together, we navigate through errors, 
tackle challenges, and make well-informed 
decisions that consider both the opportunities 
and risks at hand. Our dedication to addressing 
any conflicts of interest with care further solidifies 
our commitment to fostering meaningful and 
productive partnerships. 

We lead with Sustainable success 

At TS Arabia, we have been at our customers´ 
sides at training institutions for many years. This 
allows us to draw on a wealth of experience and 
at the same time lay a sustainable pathway into 
the future. We use our past learnings to enhance 
your future opportunities with a sense of 
responsibility towards people, the environment 

and society. This is reflected in how we carry out 
our daily business and in what decisions we take. 
We develop innovative solutions that enable safe, 
high-calibre training centers, offices or work sites. 
Ultimately, you will base your own reality on our 
products and services. This is why we see 
ourselves as a partner for your economic success 
- we advise and support throughout the entire 
shared journey. 

We progress side by side 

At Training Solutions Arabia, we harness the 
power of teamwork to accomplish far more 
collectively than we ever could individually. The 
unique attributes and diverse backgrounds of 
each team member collaborating on your 
initiatives ensure superior outcomes. Our mix of 
perspectives, cultural influences, and varied 
expertise enhances the overall client journey. 
Through mutual learning and growth, we propel 
our clients towards success, constantly striving to 
drive their progress forward as our ultimate 
inspiration. 

Our Experts  
 
With many years in technical training disciplines 
such as welding, maintenance fitting, turning, 
mechanical technology, renewable energy, 
electrcial and electronic engineering, our experts 
have unrivalled experience in applying those 
skills in an educational training environment and 
now sharing those same skills in the fields of 
curriculum design, program design, syllabus 
design and project management. With a 
comprehensive understanding of train-the-trainer 



environments and continuing education 
methodologies, knowledge transfer allows our 
clients to reap the rewards that come from the 
application of this knowledge at first hand, in our 
training institutions. Our experts are also drawn 
from academic fields and quality management.  
 
OUR SOLUTIONS 
 
Our solutions entail applying our expertise to:  

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION 

EXPERT TRAINING SOLUTIONS 

INSTITUTIONAL & PROGRAM ACCREDITATION 
SOLUTIONS  

RECRUITMENT SERVICES/ MANPOWER SUPPLY 

KEYSTONE PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

 
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION 

We are at your side for standards compliance 
audit in essential ISO certification solutions. Full 
auditing services prepare you for:      

ISO 9001 and family (Quality Assurance 
Management System); ISO 27001 (Information 
Security Management System); ISO 22301 
(Business Continuity Management); ISO 21001 
(Educational Organisation Management System); 
ISO 29993 (Learning Services Outside Formal 
Education); ISO 29994 (Education and Learning 
Services - Requirements for Distance Learning)	

EXPERT TRAINING SOLUTIONS 
Train the Trainer programs are invaluable 
investments for organizations looking to 

enhance their training capabilities and 
overall efficiency. By equipping small 
internal teams with the necessary skills and 
knowledge to work on all accreditation 
issues, these programs bring a host of 
benefits that positively impact the 
organization as a whole. 
 
SIGNATURE TRAINING MODULES INCLUDE: 
Train the trainer fundamentals; 
Curriculum Design/Development/Assessment 
Program Design/Assessment; 
Confined Space 
Performance Management;  
Working at height;  
Program and course goals and outcomes; 
coaching conversations;  
Project management skills;  
Operations management. 
 
INSTITUTIONAL & PROGRAM ACCREDITATION 
SOLUTIONS 
BUNDLES: 
ABET – addressing standards 
ACCET – addressing standards 
NCTVAA – addressing standards 
CEA – addressing standards 
 
RECRUITMENT SERVICES/ MANPOWER SUPPLY 

TURNKEY MANPOWER SOURCING – Turnkey 
recruitment solutions refer to 
comprehensive staffing services that 
encompass every stage of the hiring 
process, from candidate sourcing to 
onboarding. Working with a local consultant 
means having access to personalized 
services. TS Arabia takes the time to 

understand your organization's culture, 
goals, and requirements. By doing so, we 
can also tailor your manpower solutions to 
suit your unique preferences, ensuring a 
better fit between candidate and your 
company.  

KEYSTONE PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

Services managed end-to-end by a single 
outsourced provider can offer the potential 
of cost savings and scale flexibility. At 
Training Solutions	 Arabia, we understand 
the importance of a turnkey solution for your 
project, whether it involves establishing, 
revamping, or managing a whole institution, 
or streamlining an operational department. 
Share your vision with us, and let our 
expertise transform it into reality.	
 
 

 
 
PLEASE CONTACT: info@trainingarabia  
OR TELEPHONE: 00966 530563090 
OR 0034 617185009 


